MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT ONE
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Anything Is Possible
Starlight
Welcome Home
Somewhere Beyond This Tree
Who?
The Lovers’ Diatribe
The Ballad Of Bottom’s Dream
Anything Is Possible (Reprise)

INTERMISSION

ACT TWO
Spotted Snakes
Never Before
One More Night Like Tonight
The Lovers’ Song
In My World
There Used To Be A Wonder
You’ll Never Want To Go Away
Anything Is Possible (Final)

from Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
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I was fortunate enough a couple of years ago to have the opportunity to work on Sheridan Theatre's Brave New Works' production of John Connolly's *Marathon of Hope*. That was an energizing and exciting project, and I give the Sheridan Musical Theatre Program great credit for offering opportunities for writers (young and old) to collaborate with the many talented Sheridan students and staff in the development of new musicals. I was honoured to be invited back this year, this time to direct a developing musical of my own. You will note that I didn’t call *Oberon* a "new" musical. I have in fact been writing and rewriting this particular show since 1975. Some of the songs in this production of the show were written over 35 years ago, some were written in the last couple of weeks of rehearsal. I probably need a good psychologist to help figure out why I am still rewriting a show 3 decades after it was first produced, but one of the benefits of all those years of indecision and new drafts is that I got to work on this again with so many talented and cheerful people. My thanks to the 24 student performers who have worked so hard, and been so patient and accepting of getting rewrites every day for 5 weeks. Thanks, too, to Greg Peterson and Martin Zwicker, to their Sheridan Staff Team of Designers and builders, and to the students in the Tech program who helped create the magic. Finally, I have to acknowledge that even though I am listed as the Director of this production, there have been enormous contributions from everyone involved, particularly from the Fab Four of Chris Tsujiuchi, Michael Greves, Stephanie Graham and my long-time musical collaborator Michael Mulrooney. Thanks to everyone who made this possible, and I hope you’re all ready for the next set of rewrites!

~ Jim Betts ~
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